Cobalt can bind to a range of biomolecules forming complexes that are suitable for use in various biological applications. Different ligands could be used to tune the properties of cobalt compounds whose ligand exchange rates become close to those of cellular processes. In this study, two complexes were synthesized from 1,10-phenanthroline alone as [Co (phen) 
INTRODUCTION
The rapid increase in the number of multidrugresistant bacteria is becoming a global concern making the discovery of novel active compounds a matter of urgency (Henderson 2006) . Originating many of the crude drugs used for medicinal preparations from wild growing plants and animals is threatening the ecology of the globe (Cordell, 2011) . For instance, pharmaceutical industries have considered them as alternatives to conventional drugs which originate from wild sources. This is because the properties of the transition metals can be tuned by coordinating with different ligands (Wilkins, 1974; Lawrence, 2010; Sears et al., 2010) . These include stabilization of different oxidation states and modulation of the solvophilicity, electrophilic and nucleophilic properties of the metal ion (Tolman, 1977; Boyer et al., 2010; Goo et al., 2015) . In coordination, it is not only the properties of metal ions that are modified but also are the properties of the ligands themselves (Atakilt Abebe and Tizazu Hailemariam, 2016) . The pharmacological activities and their crucial role in DNA/RNA base pairing through several hydrogen-bonding patterns of free oxypyrimidines such as cytosine can significantly change after complex formation (Patel et al., 2012; Mohapatra and Verma, 2013) .
The medicinal activities (Mesmaeker et al., 1996; Turel 2002; Leung et al., 2015) of transition metal complexes occur due to their penetration into the lipid membrane which enables them to disrupt the normal activities of the bacteria (Lakshmi et al., 2009) and their potential to bind DNA via a multitude of interactions and to cleave the duplex by virtue of their intrinsic chemical, electrochemical and photochemical activities (Singh et al., 1983; Barton et al., 1986; Barton, 1990; Long and Barton, 1990; Turro et al., 1991; Murphy and Barton, 1992; Sigel and Sigel, 1996; Arounaguiri and Maiya, 1999) .
Prominent among the various metal complexes employed so far are those complexes which incorporate 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) as a ligand (Atakilt Abebe et al, 2017; Turel et al., 2015) . One advantage in the use of these metallo-intercalators for such studies is that the ligands or the metal ion in them can be varied in an easily controlled manner to facilitate individual applications (Richards and Rodger, 2007; Terron et al., 2007) . In this regard, numerous investigations on the properties and applications of cobalt complexes were made (Kong and Xie, 2000; Boerner and Zaleski, 2005; Jiao et al., 2005; Zeglis et al., 2007; Keene et al., 2009 (Hiort et al.. 1993; Dow et al., 1996; Cheng et al., 1999; Guest et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010) .
The conveniently placed nitrogen atom along with its rigid planar structure, hydrophobic, electronpoor heteroaromatic and π-acidic properties cooperatively make 1,10-phenanthroline a classic chelating bidentate ligand. These properties enable it to have stacking interaction ability with DNA base pairs (Pyle et al., 1989; Schaeffer et al., 1996; Coury et al., 1997; Lincoln and Norden, 1998) .
Cytosine is a chemically inert oxypyrimidine heteroaromatic molecule. Its inertness is changed by complex formation. Its activity is favored in its cytoside (Cyt -) form which is derived by deprotonation of cytosine. It plays a crucial role in DNA/RNA base pairing through several hydrogenbonding patterns (Portalone, 2011; Verma et al., 2012) . The ring nitrogen with the acidic hydrogen is the binding site.
The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of 1,10-phenanthroline alone and mixed with cytoside on the biological activity of Co(II). The complex would orchestrate the inherent properties of its components. This includes the binding ability of cobalt with a range of biomolecules, the unique stacking interaction ability of 1,10-phenanthroline on cell genetic material, the interaction of cytoside through hydrogen bonding with guanine residue of the genetic material. The latter phenomena ultimately results strong antimicrobial activity of the complexes.
EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
All chemicals used in this work are : 
Instruments and methods
The electronic conductance were measured using 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The appearance, melting point, elemental estimation, yield and molar conductivity data of the complex are shown in Table 1 .
is attributed to the decrease in its ionicity as well as the decrease in the speed of the mobility of the cation due to the coordination of cytoside which increased its molar mass as well as the possible increase in hydrogen bonding of the primary amine on the cytoside with the solvent water molecules (Atkins 1994).
Electronic spectra
The electronic spectra of the ligands and complexes are displayed in Table 2 and Figure   1 . The coordination of the ligands to the metal ion is evident from the change in the transition Distorted octahedral geometry is proposed to the complex. Table 2 gives a summary of the electronic transitions of the ligands, the salt and the synthesized complexes. These ions prefer to bind to bases with similar hardness. The latter include sp 3 hybridized N containing molecules (Huheey et al., 1993) . The side primary amine nitrogen cannot be used for binding. This is due to the fact that the electron pairs that could be used for coordinate covalent bonding are engaged in the resonance of the ring system. Moreover, the cytoside carbonyl oxygen is sp 2 hybridized hard base that does not form a stable bond with Co(II). Table 4 ). The observed increase in antibacterial activity can be explained on the 
Note: + = Growth of bacteria, -= No growth of bacteria.
Determination of the Minimum Inhibitory
Concentrations (MIC) of [Co(Phen) 2 (Cyt) (H 2 O)]Cl
MIC is the lowest concentration that completely inhibited the growth of microorganisms for 24 hours. The percent activity indexes of the complexes about the reference antibiotics were investigated, and they demonstrated significant comparative activity (Table 6 ). [Co(Phen) 2 (Cyt) coli.
CONCLUSION
The synthesis brought about Co(II) and the ligands in a rigid configuration. This resulted Blott, S., Kim, J.J., Moisio, S., Schmidt-Küntzel, A., Cornet, A., Berzi, P., Cambisano, N., Ford, C., Grisart, B., Johnson, D., Karim, L., Simon, P., Snell, R., Spelman, R., Wong, J., Vilkki, J., Georges, M., Farnir, F and Coppieters, W. (2003) . Molecular dissection of a quantitative trait locus: a phenylalanineto-tyrosine substitution in the trans membrane domain of the bovine growth hormone receptor is associated with a major effect on milk yield and composition. Genetics 163: 253-266. 
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